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                                        Profile
                    West Chin, 55: We Are All The Same

                    
                    
                    
“Ok, but no nudes.” - is what West Chin said when we invited him to be on the cover of AGEIST.  In 9 years and hundreds of profiles, his response was a first; and the quirky surprises only continued....
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                                        Lifestyle
                    Your Dog Is Aging Too. What to Do for Your Senior Companion

                    
                    
                    
Our four-legged companions age just like we do, but much faster. Nutrition, exercise, and companionship should be at the top of your list when...
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                                        The SuperAge Podcast
                    DEXA Scans: What They Are, and Why You Should Get One With Nick Holt

                    
                    
                    
In this week's episode, we talk with Nick Holt, a passionate health coach and personal trainer, who has all how clients do a DEXA...
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Join the AGEIST movement!


Sign-up for our weekly magazine.
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                                        Since You Asked
                    Since You Asked: My Ex is Getting Married

                    
                    
                    
SusanIt's another week. And you know what that means? It's another question for the Since You Asked show this week. Now I see a...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Health
                    The Critical Role of Magnesium As We Age

                    
                    
                    
Up to 30% of us are subclinically deficient, and magnesium levels are quite hard to detect. We will likely exhibit symptoms of a deficiency...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Money
                    Wondering If You Can Afford Yourself in Retirement? 5 Income Adding Ideas

                    
                    
                    
Retirement has changed; our financial preparation should change, too.



Current research highlights that 55% of Americans are concerned that they cannot achieve financial security in...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Culture
                    The Huberman Problem: Integrity Counts, Always

                    
                    
                    
Behavior has consequences. Integrity matters. This was on my mind when I read the Andrew Huberman profile in NY Mag this week. My thoughts...
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                    Coronary Artery Calcium (CAC) Scan to Help Prevent Heart Disease

                    
                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                    
                    Cardiologist Dr. Danielle Belardo highlights the transformative impact of the Coronary Artery Calcium (CAC) scan in preventive cardiology, which assesses calcium build-up in coronary...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        
                    Keto Diet Slows Early Stages of Alzheimer’s in Mice

                    
                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                    
                    A study from UC Davis demonstrates that a ketogenic diet notably delays early Alzheimer’s-related memory loss in mice, akin to mild cognitive impairment in...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        
                    Does Exposure to Climate Heat Raise Inflammation and Disrupt Immunity?

                    
                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                    
                    Preliminary research presented at the American Heart Association suggests that short-term climate exposure to higher heat may raise inflammation levels and disrupt immune system...
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                                        Profile
                    Yuko Sumida-Jackson Guest, 57: Forge Your Path

                    
                    
                    
Yuko Sumida Jackson Guest is a mover and a shaker. Whether reflecting on her dance career, the tragic loss of her husband, or overcoming...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Profile
                    Geoff Hanson, 64: Stay in the Game

                    
                    
                    
The difference between an entrepreneur and other perhaps more sane people is that when they see a problem, their minds immediately go to what...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Profile
                    Elizabeth White, 70: Unstoppable

                    
                    
                    
Elizabeth White is turning the page on aging by rewriting her story and sharing it with the world.



Her viral essay on her struggle in...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Profile
                    Jochen Frey, 55: In An Instant My Life Changed

                    
                    
                    
For most of us, changing life direction happens slowly as we we learn more about ourselves and the world around us. Rarely is it...
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                                        The SuperAge Podcast
                    Knees, Hips and Age With Dr. Vonda Wright, Orthopedic Surgeon and Team Doctor

                    
                    
                    
In this week's SuperAge podcast, we're joined by Dr. Vonda Wright, an orthopedic sports doc and surgeon renowned for her expertise in athletes and...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        The SuperAge Podcast
                    Awe is Vitally Important At Any Age with Caroline Paul

                    
                    
                    
Today's SuperAge episode features author, pilot, and lifelong adventurer Caroline Paul, who shares her insights on the importance of outdoor adventure and its positive...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        The SuperAge Podcast
                    Age-Related Temperature Regulation, Menopause, & Sleep With Shyla Michelle

                    
                    
                    
On this week's SuperAge podcast, we explore the inspiring journey of Shyla Michelle, a former trial attorney who channeled her personal struggles with sleep...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        The SuperAge Podcast
                    Using AI to Predict Death with Sune Lehmann

                    
                    
                    
In this week’s episode, we welcome Sune Lehmann, a network and complexity scientist at the Technical University of Denmark. Sune shares insights into his...
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                                        Travel
                    Pilgrimage of Transformation on the Kumano Kodo Trail

                    
                    
                    
Considering a spiritual pilgrimage?  Why not hike the Kumano Kodo pilgrimage trail in Japan? Several years ago, I traversed the Kumano Kodo trail on my...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Travel
                    Skiing in Japan: How, Why, and Where

                    
                    
                    
Fabrice Croise, previous AGEIST profile, founder of Scents of Wood, and experienced skier set off for a bucket list ski experience in northern Japan....

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Travel
                    My Wellness Stay at the Carillon in Miami

                    
                    
                    
How many times have you been driving and you suddenly notice that the Maintenance Required light comes on and you hope against hope that...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Travel
                    Could I Live Here? The Upstate New York Edition

                    
                    
                    As a water sign, the beach has always been my happy place. But with the post-pandemic era ushering in new norms regarding flexibility and expansiveness,...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Travel
                    Ice-Fishing: A Canadian Adventure

                    
                    
                    The older we get, the harder it is for us to add novelty to our lives. How about this: Picture going on a fishing...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                        
                                    
                                                                    

                
                
                                        Travel
                    From Hidden Hideaways to Heavenly Hotels: Kee Foong Shares Must-See Destinations

                    
                    
                    Kee Foong is a seasoned traveller and Academy Chair for the World’s 50 Best Hotels awards. His refined palate and discerning eye have been...
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                                        Culture
                    The Huberman Problem: Integrity Counts, Always

                    
Behavior has consequences. Integrity matters. This was on my mind when I read the Andrew Huberman profile...
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                                        Since You Asked
                    Since You Asked: Unveiling Erectile Dysfunction Truths

                    
SusanHello, everyone. It's Susan and I am so excited to welcome you to this Since You Asked....
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                                        Culture
                    A Silver Lining on the Runway

                    
Have you noticed something different about the catwalks this past season? It's as if the fashion world...
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                                        Health
                    Our Cells Are Being Weakened With Age. Here’s What to Do.

                    
A recently discovered type of “cell death” (well, recent in terms of the scientific discovery process) has...
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                                        Community
                    If Purpose Is Calling, I’ve Got an Answer

                    
“I’m the one receiving all the benefits.” I heard this exact statement and about 10 different versions...
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                                        Lifestyle
                    The Downsizing Dilemma. What To Do?

                    
Downsizing has traditionally been a strategic option for retirees and pre-retirees, but real estate market experts are...
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We are the connectors of this new vital, vivid cohort who are living life with goals and ambitions not imagined even a generation ago. 

David Stewart
Founder & CEO, AGEIST
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ABOUT US






AGEIST® is a media company dedicated to championing the vitality, influence and contributions of the modern 50-plus demographic, and an agency that advises businesses, brands and organizations on emerging trends and how to better understand, speak to and engage this important and growing segment. 
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